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joshuadresne/. RTAS DD5.3 and DSP3 also enable
dynamic range metric. Jan 21, 2009 November 30, 2008
We already started working on the DD5.3 plugin that
makes it possible to calculate a dynamic range for a
track based on the number of channels that have been
used. Once we are finished with that version you'll see
an improved RR Meter Plug-in that shows the dynamic
range in dB. October 28, 2008 We will make it available
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for free download in a few weeks. The currently
available RTAS and AU version of the plug-in are not
finished yet. If you want to have a closer look at the
algorithm in this version I can give you access to this
version of the plug-in. Please understand that the
'normal' RTAS and AU versions are different from the
DD5.3 versions and are not finished yet. October 12,
2008 The RR Meter Plug-in can be found at The new
version is in VST, AU, AudioUnit and RTAS
(macintosh) versions. September 30, 2008 The RR
Meter Plug-in was inspired by the application
from Grooveshark. They have done very good work in
the last year or so which is something that we can learn a
lot from. If you are interested in working with us I will
give you access to the sourcecode. September 8, 2008
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We are planning to make the RR Meter Plug-in
available for free in a few weeks. You can expect a new
version at the end of the month. The plan is to combine
this with a power mixing compressor. September 8,
2008 The next version of the RR Meter Plug-in will be
released at the end of September 2008. It will be
compatible with the latest version of foobar2000. Main
features of the next version will be support for exporting
the RR Meter Plug-in to any other VST/AU/RTAS
compatible host. September 5, 2008 The next version of
the RR Meter Plug-in will be released before the end of
the month. The main changes will be for: power mixing,
supports mixers
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There is a somewhat confusing standard from the PMF
group for measuring dynamic range, which I wrote
about a while ago here. Some newer software uses this
PMF standard for measuring dynamic range, with
different values than the TT DR Meter. The PMF
standard is described here: Part I: PHA Master Tape
Definition. Apr 3, 2019 2) There is a slightly odd chart
from Tom Whitwell's Dynamic Range Survey of
0–14KHz DR Meter which I am not qualified to
comment upon. It is not clear if this DR Meter is
directly related to TT DR Meter, but it does appear to be
a 2.1 version of the RR Meter that uses a different
method for calculating dynamic range. Apr 16, 2020 I
am not really qualified to make a recommendation on
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this. One thing I can say that DR Meter is a bit silly as a
name, since most implementations measure dynamic
range, not loudness. You are using a different word for
the same thing. Apr 13, 2020 Yes, the dynamic range is
related to DR meter. Even though the DR meter is
called Dynamic Range Meter they are measuring
different things, the DR is usually a dynamic RMS value
and the DR meter is an AEP (or whatever) loudness
meter. It has been shown that both instruments usually
agree and there may be useful relationships between the
measurements of the 2, so it may make sense to quote
both, but it is not always accurate to do this. Apr 2, 2020
Since I do not believe that it is a correct or accurate
measurement of a dynamic range, I do not find it useful,
and I have not used it. And, since it is not based on
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something that I believe to be correct or useful, I do not
believe that it is a useful or accurate measurement of
loudness. I believe that the measuring of loudness is not
suitable for instrument software since it is instrument
specific and instrument software cannot predict what
instrument will be used to record or playback the music.
May 6, 2019 In fact, we don't even know how many bits
of dynamic range a human hearing can reasonably
perceive. Whatever the answer to that question is, it
should be stated in the measuring system that is adopted
by the codec standards, and software that uses this
format should be able to store that 1cb139a0ed
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